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This article discusses the critical and complex design decisions associated with transitioning
an interviewer-administered survey to a self-administered, postal, web/paper survey. Our
approach embeds adaptive, responsive, and tailored (ART) design principles and data
visualization during a multi-phased data collection operation to project the outcomes of each
phase in preparation for subsequent phases. This requires rapid decision making based upon
experimental results using a data visualization system to monitor critical-to-quality (CTQ)
metrics and facilitate projections of outcomes from the current phase of data collection to
inform the design of the subsequent phase. We describe the objectives of the overall design,
the features designed to address these objectives, components of the visual adaptive total
design (ATD) system for monitoring quality components and relative costs in real time, and
examples of the visualization elements and functionalities that were used in one case study.
We also discuss subsequent initiatives to develop an interactive version of the monitoring tool
and applications for other studies, including those employing adaptive, responsive, and
tailored (ART) designs. Our case study is a series of pilot studies conducted for the Residential
Energy Consumption Survey (RECS), sponsored by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA).
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1. Introduction

Interviewer-administered survey modes, such as face-to-face and telephone, have

traditionally been viewed as the standard for collecting high quality data on nonsensitive

topics. The presence of an interviewer can help foster cooperation with the respondent and

the interaction between interviewer and respondent can help assure that key questions

are interpreted and answered correctly. While they may set the standard for quality,

interviewer-administered modes are typically more costly than modes that do not involve

interviewers, such as web and paper surveys. Costs for recruiting and training interviewers,

their salaries, and their transportation costs (for face-to-face surveys) are major investments

for a survey project. From a total survey error perspective, allocating such a large

share of the survey budget to face-to-face interviewing may be suboptimal for some
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surveys (Groves 1989; Biemer 2010). For example, using a less expensive data collection

mode could allow a larger sample size, more extensive nonresponse follow-up, more

questionnaire pretesting, and the elimination of interviewer error. In addition, using a mail

delivery mode obviates the need for cluster sampling that is often required in face-to-face

surveys to reduce interviewer travel costs.

In recent years, it has only become more difficult to efficiently collect data, regardless of

mode. Response rates have continued to decline and, to achieve acceptable response rates,

costs have increased. Some well-established surveys in the U.S. that have employed

interviewers in the past such as the Longitudinal Survey of Adolescent Health (Biemer

et al. 2017a), the Behavior Risk Factor Surveillance Survey (Link and Mokdad 2005), the

National Health Care Interview Survey (Howden et al. 2015) and the Residential Energy

Consumption Survey (RECS) (Eddy and Marton 2012) have investigated or are now

considering changes to incorporate self-administered designs for cost reduction. However,

the change to self-administration is not simple or straightforward when comparable, high

quality data are desired using these less expensive modes.

For surveys that are conducted periodically, such as repeated cross-sectional or

longitudinal studies, the decision to change modes is only the first in a series of design

decisions that must be made before implementing a specific self-administered data

collection protocol. To inform this rather complex and challenging transition, a series of

pilot studies can be designed to experimentally test a range of alternative designs and

identify the best data collection approaches for self-administration, including web and

paper modes. Such a design may require that a series of experiments be conducted within

a highly compressed schedule with little time between studies for data analysis. Yet, it

is essential that the results and lessons learned from each experiment be thoroughly

understood and transferred across experiments. As such, design decisions need to be made

for the next set of experiments before data collection and analysis for the previous set of

experiments are fully completed. Key to decision making is a system for monitoring and

visualizing the results of data collection while the survey is in progress. Groves and

Heeringa (2006) discuss this problem in the context of a three-phase responsive design

for the National Survey of Family Growth where the first phase constituted an experiment

that was followed immediately by the main data collection phase. That phase was then

followed immediately by a nonresponse follow-up phase. Decisions based upon

incomplete data were made during each phase that affected the design of the subsequent

phase. To facilitate this process, the study team reviewed daily updates on the results for

each treatment or design feature being monitored. This approach involved defining

multiple quality components and their metrics as well as a system to compile a vast

amount of information for quick, clear, presentation and a minimum of burden on the

survey managers.

In this article, we discuss the key design decisions required for the transition of an

interviewer-administered survey to self-administration via paper and web using a series of

data collection phases. Our approach embeds adaptive, responsive, and tailored (ART)

design principles and data visualization during a multi-phased data collection operation

to project the outcomes of each phase in preparation for subsequent phases. Key to this

process is identifying critical-to-quality (CTQ) metrics to monitor and a data visualization

system to meet the requirements of the research strategy. We describe the objectives of the
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design and system, the features required to address these objectives, and the

implementation of a visualization approach for monitoring costs and quality components

in real time. We also describe and provide examples of the visualization elements we

created and applied as well as their functionalities. Looking forward, we discuss current

initiatives to develop an interactive version of the monitoring tool with applications in

subsequent studies especially those employing ART designs.

Our case study is a series of pilot studies conducted for the U.S. Energy Information

Administration (EIA) for the RECS. The goal of these studies was to assess the operational

feasibility, data quality and costs of converting the RECS to a web and paper mixed mode

design. The RECS has traditionally been conducted by face-to-face interviewing;

however, self-administration via web and paper questionnaires represents an opportunity

to lower costs, gather more timely and frequent data, and expand sample sizes to meet

ever-expanding user precision requirements.

2. Embedding ART Principles in the Study Design

When considering a change from interviewer- to self-administration, several questions

emerge. Key among these are the following:

. Will questions in the interviewer-administered setting translate to provide

comparable data in the self-administered setting?

. Will sample members respond to the survey at an acceptably high rate? Will those

who respond represent the population of interest?

. Can the survey collect high quality data (e.g., low measurement error) while

leveraging the efficiencies of self-administered modes?

. What data collection protocol will yield the best overall quality given the survey

goals?

. What data collection protocol will be most cost efficient?

The first question can be evaluated using a variety of pretesting methods, including

cognitive interviews and online pretesting (Murphy et al. 2016; Edgar et al. 2016). To

answer the remaining questions, we can design experiments in which one or more features

of the data collection protocol is altered. For example, we may conduct an experiment

using different incentive levels to determine which is most appropriate given the goals of

the survey. Or we may randomly assign some sample members to a version of the survey

with a shorter completion time and others to a longer one to determine the tradeoffs

between information gained overall and from individual cases. Often, there are more

issues than can be feasibly investigated in a single round of experiments. Sometimes the

design options to be tested are interdependent. For example, whether incentives should

be guided by response propensity models depends upon how those propensity models

perform. In this case, it may be advantageous to conduct experiments iteratively, where the

“best” protocol identified in one phase of the survey is carried into the subsequent phase,

while the protocols that did not yield good results are excluded.

Our ability to draw conclusions from such experiments and answer questions to inform

the “best” design for a survey depends on 1) the data available, 2) the specific components

of quality to be monitored and 3) the interventions at our disposal to affect design features
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to improve quality. These three requirements can vary greatly depending on the survey

mode or modes employed in the survey. For example, for a face-to-face household survey,

we can measure the effectiveness of different contact strategies and interviewers, the

timing and level of effort devoted to contacting respondents, the physical characteristics of

the household, interviewer performance metrics and other paradata. These and other data

can be monitored in real-time, analyzed to determine if an intervention is warranted and, if

so, to deploy whatever intervention is indicated as quickly as possible.

Several design strategies offer the potential to help determine the best fit in terms of

approaches for a survey or individual sampled units. The tailored design method (Luiten

and Schouten 2013) advocates varying the survey protocol across population subgroups

rather than using a “one size fits all” approach. This approach attempts to customize the

survey design to individual preferences in order to minimize the total error for the entire

sample. Another form of tailoring uses a combination of survey design features

demonstrated to be effective in the literature to construct a single, optimal survey design

that, when applied to the entire sample, will provide excellent results across a wide range

of survey topics and populations (Dillman et al. 2014). Responsive design was introduced

by Groves and Heeringa (2006) as an approach to adjust the data collection protocol for a

single survey based on the outcomes of an initial set of cases. By continuously assessing

the results of the data collection process and remaining resources, strategies can be

modified for the remaining cases to be pursued (Laflamme and Wagner 2016). Adaptive

survey design similarly proposes different approaches within the same survey, but focuses

on the heterogeneity of sample cases and identifying the optimal survey protocol for each

individual. For example, adaptive survey design recognizes that some sample members

may be swayed to participate in a survey by incentives where others will not. Design-

specific response propensities can be calculated based on paradata for each individual

sample member (Schouten et al. 2017; Chun et al. 2017).

The successful ART design should adhere to these simple but key principles:

1. identify a few, critical factors that drive costs and quality (i.e., CTQs) and focus

attention on these throughout the process,

2. create and monitor metrics that are strongly associated with CTQ outcomes and

intervene when these metrics deviate beyond their acceptable limits and,

3. verify that the interventions were successful and that the aberrant CTQ metrics return

to their acceptable limits.

A fourth overarching principle is to simplify the quality management strategy to the extent

possible using informative graphical displays, parsimony in the selection of CTQs and

their corresponding metrics, and a focused strategy for continual improvement of the

CTQs.

These general principles are common to all three approaches – that is, A, R, and T –

where the specific approach can be viewed as a variant in the way these principles are

applied. For example, responsive designs may incorporate experimental phase and may

use the concept of phase capacity to signal the end of a phase. These features address the

principles of monitoring metrics and intervening when they meet certain prespecified

criteria. Likewise, the tailored designs may attempt to adapt the data collection protocol

to specific subgroups of the population. This feature can be viewed as application of
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Principle 1, where metrics are defined at the subgroup level and interventions can vary by

subgroup. Finally, adaptive design can contain elements of both responsive and tailored

designs, but may focus more broadly on total survey error and costs, clearly in the spirit of

Principles 1, 2, and 3.

ART considerations for in-person surveys are, overall, rather complex and may represent

a wide array of potential CTQs for reducing error risks and costs. By comparison, the

considerations for self-administered, postal surveys are relatively straightforward. For

example, the typical web/paper survey involves a series of participation requests and

reminders sent by mail or, if available, email according to a prespecified contact schedule

with little room for deviation. The absence of interviewers and control over the timing of

contact results in fewer variables to consider. However, problems can occur that may

require rapid intervention when the observed results deviate substantially from

expectations. In that situation, the interventions may be limited to actions such as: using

additional contacts, increasing the sample size, altering the wording of the invitations, or

something similar, none of which represent a substantial departure from the planned

protocol. Mail invitations are typically sent in large batches and while the U.S. Postal

Service (USPS) returns letters that were undeliverable, the outcome of the contact attempt is

unknown unless the respondent actively participated or contacts the survey organization to

refuse participation. As such, identifying, monitoring, and using data for ART designs in a

web and/or mail survey environment presents a unique challenge.

Our recommended approach for surveys transitioning to self-administration is to

incorporate elements of ART designs where appropriate. For instance, a design may be

responsive by including multiple phases of data collection, each drawing from the

successful strategies of the previous phase. The design can be adaptive in the sense that it

uses paradata metrics to monitor quality during each phase of data collection to consider

the appropriate treatment for each individual case. And it can be tailored in sense that it

attempts to vary the survey protocol according to the (often predicted) preference of the

sample member; as an example, using a paper-questionnaire-only protocol for sample

members who do not have internet access.

When designing a protocol for a sequence of experiments to be conducted in rapid

succession, it is vitally important to identify the goals and metrics for success from the

outset. While all surveys strive for high quality in the data collected and estimates

produced, the exact definition of “quality” may differ from project to project. For this

reason, it is crucial for the survey stakeholders (sponsors, data collectors, data users, etc.)

to discuss the definitions of quality and success from the very beginning of the survey

planning stages. Once quality is defined, it is a matter of operationalizing this definition by

selecting metrics that can be tracked during data collection that can serve as CTQs. These

indicators can reflect quality dimensions such as successful study recruitment (response

rates), the extent to which respondents represent a benchmark measurement of the

population of interest (e.g., demographic characteristics that match Census estimates),

success in obtaining responses at the item level from respondents, the ability to push

respondents to respond via web rather than paper, and so on. Assuming a rapid

development schedule, once the CTQs are identified, a system needs to be put in place to

track these metrics during data collection so design decisions for the subsequent phase can

be made before the current phase is complete.
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The task of identifying metrics or indicators for a CTQ is seldom straightforward. As an

example, the response rate is commonly employed for the CTQ to minimize nonresponse

bias; yet, other metrics maybe better indicators of nonresponse bias. Often the best

solution is to employ several metrics that may reflect different dimensions of the CTQ but

that can add complexity to the monitoring task. Thus, it is important to strike a balance

between parsimony and completeness. In the RECS pilot studies, we monitored response

rates as well as a measure of representativity known as Cramér’s V. In addition, it may be

futile to define a CTQ for which there is no opportunity or plan to intervene on behalf

of the CTQ. As an example, in the RECS pilot studies, obtaining accurate reports of

household appliances was certainly an objective of questionnaire design; we refined these

questions during pretesting and checked the data for anomalies at several points during

data collection, but no steps were taken to monitor this indicator on a daily basis.

In the following section, we present a case study to illustrate a rapid sequence of

experiments for the RECS that incorporate various ART design principles. We describe

our process for identifying CTQs and monitoring them during data collection using a

visualization system designed for such scenarios.

3. The Need for Rapid Decision-Making and Role of Visualization for the

RECS Pilots

The RECS originated in 1978 and has been conducted periodically by the EIA since then.

The RECS program is responsible for collecting and disseminating timely, detailed

information about how energy is being used within the residential sector of the economy.

This includes data on the fuels used in homes, equipment and appliance stocks, household

behaviors, and disaggregated consumption and expenditures. In this article, we discuss the

RECS that was conducted in 2015. Prior to this, RECS was conducted by face-to-face

interviewing in 2009. As the opportunities and challenges associated with survey research

have changed over the years, the planning for each RECS has required reflection on how

best to meet the goals of the survey and needs of the data users while maintaining

comparability with past rounds, and adhering to schedule and budget constraints.

As previously noted, the RECS has been conducted by field interviewers using

computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI). The costs of this data collection mode

are relatively high, averaging nearly USD 400 per completed interview for the 2009 study,

which limits other important quality initiatives, such as more frequent data collection,

larger sample sizes, and precise estimates for more geographic areas. EIA commissioned

an expert panel study of the National Research Council of the National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) to examine its energy demand surveys, identify gaps in substantive

coverage, and make recommendations for EIA’s priorities for data collection (Eddy and

Marton 2012). One suggestion from the panel was to explore alternative data collection

approaches for the RECS, specifically incorporating a self-administered web mode. EIA

followed the NAS recommendation with the goal of assessing whether self-administered

modes could result in the collection of high-quality data in an environment where field

data collection was continuing to face increasing challenges.

RECS had always achieved response rates at or above 80 percent. It was apparent that

such high response rates would not be feasible in today’s environment, especially using a
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mail-delivered questionnaire protocol. Thus, EIA faced many questions about the trade-

off between cost and quality with this radical shift to a web/paper design. The schedule

for conducting the next RECS meant that EIA would need to test several different

promising protocols in a very short period of time before selecting the one that would

serve as the most appropriate production system for the future. In light of these

challenges, EIA determined that, using the ideas of responsive design, a multi-phased

pilot study design would best meet their needs considering costs, timing and goals. With

a phased approach, a well-selected set of design features could be tested at each phase

that took advantage of the lessons learned and the results gleaned from the prior phase’s

experiments. Then the final phase of testing could incorporate the best features of the

prior phases.

The following sections describe each RECS pilot phase’s timing, design, and results.

We also describe how early results from each phase were used to inform subsequent

phases, as well as how the official 2015 RECS CAPI study was ultimately impacted by

the pilot tests.

3.1. Phase 1: The Cities Pilot

The first RECS phase, referred to as the Cities Pilot Test, collected responses from an

address-based sample of households in five U.S. cities. Planning and design for the Cities

Pilot Test began in December 2014 and data collection began in March 2015, continuing

into July 2015. Planning for this survey involved extensive cognitive interviewing and

pretesting to determine how best to shorten the 40-minute traditional face-to-face

questionnaire to a 20–30 minute self-administered instrument (Murphy et al. 2016).

Further, extensive analysis was conducted on the energy characteristics of U.S. cities

in order to identify five cities that together could sufficiently represent the diverse and

challenging issues to be confronted in the redesign of the national RECS.

In addition to assessing the viability of a self-administered RECS, the Cities Pilot

included two experiments to evaluate options for key design components. These

components were (1) questionnaire length and (2) initial mode assignment. We found

evidence that the 30-minute self-administered RECS achieved a similar response rate to

the 20-minute version and deemed it feasible and efficient for both web and paper modes.

The Cities Pilot Test achieved a higher-than-expected response rate overall (38%) within

budget and demonstrated that data collection can be accomplished within a 14-week field

period. We also found that tailoring the initial mode assignment (either by web only or by

paper) based upon a model predicting the propensity to respond by each mode was not

effective primarily because our working hypothesis did not hold. We hypothesized that

households that do not have broadband Internet access would prefer the paper mode. Thus,

we developed a model for the probability a household has Internet access as described

in Zimmer et al. (2016). But while the propensity model was reasonably accurate for

predicting Internet access, Internet access was apparently not a good indicator of mode

preference and thus response rates for the model-guided protocol were not significantly

higher than the control group which used a static web-first mode assignment (Zimmer et al.

2016). Given these results, mode tailoring based on internet access propensity was not

used in the subsequent phases.
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As shown in Figure 1, the Cities Pilot Test data collection phase overlapped

significantly with planning for the next phase, referred to as the National Pilot Test. Daily

tracking of key Cities Pilot quality metrics was instrumental in determining design and

experiment options for the subsequent phase. Monthly, or even weekly, status reports

would have been insufficient if the project were to stay on schedule.

3.2. Phase 2: The National Pilot Test

The RECS National Pilot Test was planned to run more or less concurrently with the

official 2015 RECS CAPI study and, thus, planning and decision making for the National

Pilot needed to take place while the Cities Pilot data were still being collected. Planning

and design for the National Pilot Test began in April 2015; data collection ran from

September 2015 to January 2016. The RECS National Pilot Test collected responses

from a national address-based sample of households and expanded on lessons learned from

the RECS Cities Pilot, carrying over the 30-minute questionnaire length and materials

developed for that previous pilot.

Like the Cities Pilot Test, the National Pilot Test phase included experiments to

continue to explore the most successful protocol for web and paper administration of the

RECS according to the criteria outlined in Section 4 of this article. Because the Cities Pilot

Test showed evidence of the superiority of the web mode for data collection in terms of

cost and data quality, we aimed for a design that would effectively “push” respondents to

the web (Dillman 2016). Since respondents in the Cities Pilot generally preferred to

respond via paper rather than web, a key question for the National Pilot Test was whether

participants could be incentivized to respond by web rather than paper.

The pilot evaluated eight treatment combinations of equal sample size formed by

crossing two factors: respondent incentives (Factor A) with two levels and mode protocols

(Factor B) with four levels forming a two-by-four factorial design. The two factors and

their levels are defined as follows:

. A1. A USD 5 prepaid incentive included in the first questionnaire mailing; USD 10

was promised for response under the response protocol specified by Factor B.

. A2. A USD 5 prepaid incentive was included in the first questionnaire mailing; USD

20 was promised for response under the response protocol specified by Factor B.

. B1. Web Only Protocol–only the web response option was offered for all survey

response invitations.

RECS Phase
Cities pilot
National pilot
2015 RECS Field
2015 RECS Web/mail

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
'14

Planning 
Data collection

2015 2016

Fig. 1. RECS pilots timeline.
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. B2. Web/Paper Protocol – the web response option was offered in the first invitation

and first nonresponse invitation; both web and paper were offered in all subsequent

invitations.

. B3. Choice Protocol – response by either paper or web questionnaire was requested

by each survey response invitation.

. B4. Choiceþ Protocol – response by either paper or web questionnaire was

requested by each survey response invitation. However, a USD 10 promised bonus

incentive was provided in addition to the incentives specified by Factor A if the

respondent chose to respond by the web option rather than by paper.

The National Pilot Test found that the most successful protocol included a USD 5

unconditional cash pre-incentive plus a USD 10 cash promised incentive for participation.

Those electing to respond via web rather than paper were offered an additional USD 10

for completing. This protocol, termed “Choice Plus” (Choiceþ ) is discussed in detail

in Biemer et al. (2017b).

Following the main data collection period of the National Pilot, all non-respondents

except refusals received an extended nonresponse followup (xNRFU). A single UPS

high-priority mailing was sent to these addresses containing the offer letter, an

abbreviated, one-page questionnaire and a postage-paid return envelope. A random half

of the xNRFU sample was offered an additional (that is, in addition to the incentives they

would have received under Factors A and B) USD 10 if they completed the abbreviated

questionnaire and returned it in the stamped envelope.

We calculated response rates using American Association for Public Opinion Research

formula RR3 (AAPOR 2015). The final overall response rate for the main phase of the

National Pilot was 40.4 percent. The overall rate rose to 54.9 percent after the completion

of the nonresponse follow-up phase.

3.3. Phase 3: 2015 RECS CAPI Remediation

While the National Pilot was being conducted, the 2015 RECS CAPI was also in the field

with interviewers making face-to-face visits to selected households. The National Pilot

Test ran concurrently with the 2015 RECS CAPI so we could compare the results of data

collection and estimates obtained by survey mode. In January 2016, it became apparent

that the 2015 RECS would not achieve its goals in terms of cost and response using

interviewer administration. In contrast, the National Pilot had concluded and demonstrated

that self-administered modes could be used to achieve good data quality, acceptable

response rates, and costs several times lower per case than CAPI. Given the success of the

National Pilot Test to that point, and in particular the Choiceþ protocol, EIA made the

decision to transition most unresolved or unreleased sample cases in the 2015 RECS CAPI

to self-administration by web and paper using the Choiceþ protocol beginning in

February 2015. The 2015 RECS CAPI remediation phase continued through June 2016.

4. Identifying and Visualizing CTQ Metrics

Historically, RECS had a fairly stable design with a predictable range of outcomes. The

response rate for the CAPI studies, for example, was consistently 80 percent or higher.
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To monitor field progress during data collection, RECS project staff relied on summary

field and cost tables which were compiled at regular intervals. These static tables, which

included weekly and cumulative labor and travel costs for the entire sample and by

geography, were sufficient. The use of more detailed metrics was limited to field

supervisors as a means to appropriately assign interviewer work. Given its quadrennial

cycle, there was also ample time to analyze field results following data collection and plan

for any protocol changes for the next round.

The objectives of the RECS Pilot Test required rapid decision making in order to plan

the subsequent round, and it was necessary to track data collection metrics from the outset

and at more frequent intervals. As the process evolved, it was essential to assess the current

state of progress for CTQs in a way that did not require a significant time investment from

staff. Making design decisions on the schedule presented in Figure 1 required real-time

(daily) monitoring of the performance across multiple quality indicators.

To develop a quality monitoring system, the first step was to agree upon the definition of

quality for the pilot tests. A number of design features were predetermined such as the data

collection modes (web/paper), overall sample sizes, the use of an address-based sampling

frame, number of mailings and incentivized response. Given these fixed assumptions, the

definition of quality and what constituted a successful outcome from the survey sponsor’s

perspective drove the remaining design decisions. Thus, quality was essentially defined as

a balance across the following four CTQs:

. participation rates (higher is better, all else being equal),

. web response rate (higher response by web compared to response by paper is better),

. respondent sample representativeness relative to external benchmarks (higher

concordance with benchmark is better), and

. relative costs per completed case (lower is better).

Another important quality goal for any survey transitioning from face to face to web/mail

mixed mode data collection should be the evaluation and control of mode effects which are

essentially the methodological differences in the estimates due to the change in mode. The

RECS is certainly not immune to mode effects; in fact, significant mode effects were

expected for some characteristics, most notably the ascertainment of housing unit square

footage. In the face to face mode, interviewers can explain the “official” concept of

housing unit square footage and even assist the respondent in estimating it. In self-

administered modes, respondents are only aided by the instructions embedded in the

instrument which can be quite technical. Unless they happen to know the square footage of

their home, respondents often err in its estimation. Unfortunately, measurement errors are

quite difficult to monitor and control in real-time during web/mail data collection. For the

RECS, only post-survey evaluations of measurement error were conducted. In particular, a

post-survey analysis of RECS square footage data can be found in Amaya et al. (2017).

While we did not set a quantitative value for each of these CTQs to identify what

worked “best,” we monitored the results as the pilot tests were conducted and frequently

discussed the trends in the process of selecting methods appropriate for the subsequent

pilot. Biemer et al. (2017b) provides a discussion of the specific rationale for the chosen

survey experiments for the RECS National Pilot design to identify the “best” design given

the definition of quality above.
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The CTQs we identified for real-time monitoring can be classified into the following

categories:

1. Participation. We sought high rates of participation across key domains defined by

housing unit/household characteristics. We also sought high rates of participation

in the early stages of data collection to minimize the cost of multiple follow-up

mailings. We also tracked submission rate metrics for each of the experimental

conditions. Here, submission rate refers to the count of cases submitted via web or

paper form divided by the total number of sampled cases. The rate served as a simple

proxy for response rate, which was not calculated until the end of data collection due

to the timing of defining criteria for the estimation of eligibility among cases of

unknown eligibility (e.g., cases with no evidence of receipt of contact with a

respondent, USPS and UPS undeliverables). Cumulative daily submission rates were

monitored overall and by: experimental treatment, mode protocol, promised

incentive amount, geographic region, and urbanicity.

2. Rate of response via web (rather than paper). We sought to minimize cost by

encouraging response via web survey rather than paper, since paper included extra

costs for printing, return postage, receipt, data entry, and data review. We also sought

to minimize measurement error from item nonresponse, out-of-range responses, and

errors in following skip patterns by encouraging web vs. paper response. We

monitored the rate of web submission overall and by the same factors noted for

participation.

3. Respondent representativeness compared with the sample and an external

benchmark. We sought a balanced unweighted distribution of respondents relative

to benchmark data sources. To assess representativeness, we compared RECS Pilot

responding housing unit/household distributions to the corresponding distributions

for the 2014 U.S. American Community Survey (ACS) 1-year estimates (U.S.

Census Bureau 2015). The variables compared included: type of housing unit, main

heating fuel used, household income, and age of respondent/householder.

Additionally, we compared respondents to sampling frame distributions using a

variable available for both: housing unit building type (single family vs. multi-unit).

We also considered comparing RECS Pilot respondents with 2015 RECS CAPI

respondents or 2009 weighted estimates on energy-specific metrics, such as water

heating fuel and number of refrigerators, as a means to track the bridge between old

and new survey methods. These metrics were not part of the CTQ tracking system,

but rather were evaluated at the conclusion of the data collection.

4. Relative cost per case. We calculated the costs associated with printing materials,

mailings, receipt of completed questionnaires, and incentive payments for each

protocol. Depending on whether and when each sample member responded, the cost

per case varied. By tracking costs at the case level, we could determine the overall

costs at the protocol summary level over the course of data collection. We measured

costs relative to the simplest and expected least costly protocol, Web Only. We also

considered the costs associated with data editing needs for each protocol. Data

editing involved necessary recodes to reported values, such as the assignment of

values to open-ended responses or edits to ensure consistency of responses. The need
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for data editing did not necessarily suggest lower quality data, but did require staff

resources, and so we discuss it as a cost metric.

With our CTQs for the pilot tests identified, the next challenge was selecting the best

system for monitoring progress data collection. In selecting an approach for CTQ

visualization, we identified several system requirements specific to our purposes:

. The system should be simple enough to be quickly accessed and understood by a wide

range of project staff.

. Charts should limit the number of data series plotted (no more than five lines on a

single chart at once; as needed, “small multiples” of charts by specific dimensions

should be employed (Cleveland 1993; Tufte 2001).

. The chart axes, legends, and labels should be large enough to read easily and include

descriptive labels to minimize the effort for a user to gain information.

. Charts should use a consistent format and consistently use patterns, colors and

symbols so users do not have to re-orient when examining multiple charts.

. The charts should be fully interpretable when printed in black and white.

. All charts should be accompanied by full data tables so users can reference exact

values when needed.

. The charts should not require purchase or licensing of special software not already

available to users.

. The system had to be cost efficient and not require extensive use of IT resources.

We determined that the goals stated above could best be met using software already at our

disposal – SAS and Microsoft Excel. The creation process began with a nightly export of

data from the survey control system into a single SAS database containing sample, frame,

case history, web response data, paper response data, and auxiliary data. SAS version 9.4

was used to compute CTQs in counts per day, cumulative counts per day, and cumulative

rates per day for each metric. The same automated SAS program then prepared data

tables in the format necessary for export to an Excel 2013 workbook with preformatted

chart shells.

The process was automated to run on a daily basis for sharing with the project team on a

shared secure web portal. By containing all the output in a single Excel workbook, we had

available a self-contained, convenient, and widely familiar format for sharing pilot

progress data across the project team and with EIA managers, as needed. And although the

charts were not necessarily “interactive,” it should be noted that Excel does include the

default option to hover the cursor over a data point to view its exact x and y values.

For chart designs we looked to the literature and our own experience and intuition about

the simplest and most effective displays. For example, Tufte (2001) advocates for

maximizing the “data-ink ratio” or “proportion of a graphic’s ink devoted to the non-

redundant display of data-information” in data visualization. As a result, we sought to

eliminate any elements that were not helpful for quick interpretation of the data such as

excessive gridlines, non-meaningful uses of color, redundant labels, and so on. We

consciously adhered to other evidence and advice from documented best practices of data

visualization regarding the choice of chart types. For instance, for our cumulative charts,

we used line charts connecting individual numeric data points, which have been advocated
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as a “simple, straightforward way to visualize a sequence of values. Their primary use is to

display trends over a period of time” (Hardin et al. 2012).

Figure 2 presents a “snapshot” of the RECS National Pilot monitoring display referred

to as an Adaptive Total Design (ATD) monitoring chart (see, for example, Biemer 2010),

formatted using a dashboard-type design. The legend at the top of the figure describes the

markers used on the x-axis in this and subsequent figures to identify key dates in the data

collection protocol. Having this information consistently displayed daily with various

metrics in close proximity allowed our team to quickly ascertain and keep apprised of the

various CTQs and their performance throughout data collection. The charts included a

mixture of line (for time-dependent, cumulative rates), bar charts, and maps. Though it is

not a standard option for Excel, maps are not difficult to add to a workbook using Visual

Basic for Applications (VBA) (Camoes 2008).

To illustrate an individual chart from the dashboard, in Figure 3 we present cumulative

submission rates by protocol during the National Pilot Test data collection period. At a

glance, it is obvious that submission rates rose most rapidly at the beginning of data
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collection in response to several mailings to sampled households. A second spike occurred

just after the nonresponse followup mailing (diamond at day 78) among all experimental

protocol groups, but the increase was most dramatic for the Web Only group that had not

previously been offered a paper option for response. Figure 3 exemplifies the format of our

charts. Reviewing this chart regularly during data collection was critical for identifying the

best protocol for use in the second phase of the 2015 RECS.

As evident in Figure 3, all protocols performed similarly in terms of submission rate

prior to the nonresponse follow-up period, with the possible exception of Web Only. While

this version of the daily monitoring chart does not, reflect the statistical uncertainty

(e.g., standard errors) around estimates, we recognize the importance of including this

information when comparing protocols. We designed the experiment such that both groups

had a robust and equal sample size (2,412 in each protocol). This means that a practical

difference of a few percentage points would be statistically significantly different as well.

We calculated and check for statistically significant differences at certain “check points”

during data collection. In Figure 4, we present a version of the chart monitoring Choiceþ
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and Web/Paper submission rate with the inclusion of the 90 percent confidence intervals for

each (to test for whether the Choiceþ submission rate was significantly higher than Web/

Paper). To render these lines, we computed for each protocol and day in the data collection

period using the formula for confidence intervals for a one sample dichotomous outcome.

p̂ ^ z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

p̂ð1 2 p̂Þ

n

r

ð1Þ

The upper and lower confidence interval values for each protocol were added to the chart.

This made it possible to see where those intervals overlapped for the two protocols. Figure 4

shows the difference between the protocols’ submission rates becoming significant around day

20 in the data collection period. They remained significantly different through the end of the

main data collection phase, though the rates were only different by a few percentage points.

Submission rates represent one dimension of quality, but given that a key concept of

ART design is monitoring multiple indicators of quality and cost, we cannot rely on

overall submission rates alone. For instance, it was noted that a significant cost and quality

driver was the proportion of interviews that would be completed via web surveys as

opposed to paper. As shown in our next chart example (Figure 5), both Web/Paper and

Choiceþ had a majority of interviews completed via web during Phase 1 of the National

Pilot. The Choice group resulted in only about a third of cases being completed by web.

The Web Only group, by definition, had 100 percent of cases completed by web during

Phase 1. Taken together with submission rate, these two metrics begin to paint a more

complete picture of the quality and cost tradeoffs of the different treatments. It was only

because we were tracking these trends closely that we could make the rapid decision to

implement a self-administered protocol (Choiceþ ) for the 2015 RECS.

Another CTQ metric that was closely monitored reflected the ability of each protocol to

elicit responses from key respondent domains. One such characteristic of interest was the

age of the householder – a characteristic we expected to have some correlation with mode

preference as web access and use tends to be higher among younger individuals. As a

benchmark, we used estimates from the 2014 ACS for householder age in our sampled

areas. In Figure 6 we present our chart for monitoring the distribution of respondent
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(assumed to be the householder) age during data collection. The bar chart at the top shows

that no protocol resulted in a distribution matching the ACS exactly, but the differences

were not extreme.

To monitor householder age and representativity trends over the course of data

collection, we opted to compute a single index to communicate the ability of the protocol

to realize a sample matching the ACS. We used the Cramér’s V measure, which can be

used to determine the degree of association between nominal variables (Cramér 1946).

The value ranges from 0 (no relationship) to 1 (perfect relationship) with values under 0.2

indicating a very weak relationship. In this case, the relationship is between the age

distribution and the surveys (National Pilot Test and ACS) so a weak relationship suggests

little difference between the surveys (i.e., lower is better).

Several other measures of representativeness were considered including the

dissimilarity index (see, for example, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Index_of_dissimilar-

ity) and various sample balance indicators such as the R-indicator (Schouten et al. 2009).

The former provides essentially the same information as Cramér’s V and its advantages

over V is only a matter of personal preference and a similar discussion of the post-hoc use

of the dissimiliary index can be found in Biemer et al. (2017b). However, the latter

measures are inappropriate for comparing a sample variable distribution to an external

benchmark distribution which was the objective of our representativeness criterion.

It should be noted that high values of V do not necessarily mean the protocol will result

in biased estimates. The respondent sample was ultimately adjusted for nonresponse and
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coverage error, correcting some of the non-representativity. In addition, perfectly

representative samples do not always generate V ¼ 0. The 2014 ACS was conducted

nearly two years before the National Pilot and any changes in the target population during

that time could cause an increase in V. Also, both the National Pilot and ACS are subject to

sampling error and this has not been taken into account in this analysis. Finally, minor

differences in the wording of questions, eligibility criteria for housing units, and target

populations for the two surveys could impact V. Regardless, we found Cramér’s V useful

for highlighting practical differences in representativity among the protocols.

The bottom half of Figure 6 shows the cumulative Cramér’s V values for age

distribution by protocol. Once the survey was several days into data collection, there was

little difference between the National Pilot Test and ACS age distributions and the

difference became smaller over time as more interviews were completed. The largest

difference between the National Pilot Test and ACS by protocol was seen in the Choice

group. A review of the top half of Figure 6 suggests that National Pilot Test Choice

respondents skewed towards the older age groups, suggesting that the Choice protocol,

relative to the other protocols, was on the whole a more attractive option for older

respondents. A review of mode choice suggests that older respondents were much more

likely than younger respondents to select the paper mode and the Choice protocol did little

to dissuade respondents from choosing paper over web. As shown earlier in Figure 5,

however, Choiceþ offered an additional incentive for web response and was much more

effective at attaining a high proportion of completed via web compared to paper during the

main data collection phase.

Regarding costs, we compared the average cost per case across the data collection period

by protocol. We began with the understanding that any self-administered protocol would

be several times less expensive than CAPI, but were interested to compare costs between

self-administered protocols to inform future designs. While cost was not the primary

concern in comparing self-administered protocols, it was an important dimension. In

Figure 7, we present the cost per case of each protocol, relative to Web Only (with a value

of 1 at the end of the data collection period). For each protocol, there was a large increase in

costs with each subsequent mailout (sent only to nonrespondents). Between mailouts, costs
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were incurred with the receipt and entry of paper questionnaires and payment of incentives.

In the end, we found Web/Paper to be about 20 percent more expensive than Web Only and

Choice and Choiceþ to be about 40 percent more expensive.

Much of the content of the RECS questionnaire is technical, therefore considerable staff

time can be devoted to reviewing inconsistent or improbable responses, such as lack of

heating equipment in cold climates or extremely large housing unit measurements.

Editing, therefore, is considered as much of a cost metric as it is a quality one. Figure 8

presents the rate of completed interviews requiring data edits by protocol. All responses,

regardless of mode, were subjected to the same edit specifications. However, the rate for

Web Only was lowest since the web allows for greater restriction of response options and

programmatic skips through the questionnaire. The rate of data edits required for the other

protocols, which included paper responses, were higher. Web/Paper initially had the

lowest edit rate, but as the later period allowed for paper questionnaires to be submitted,

this rate increased.
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In Figure 9, we add one-sided 90 percent confidence intervals to compare the editing

rate for cases in the Choiceþ and Web/Paper protocols, testing to determine whether the

Web/Paper editing effort was statistically significantly less expensive than Choiceþ over

the course of data collection. The figure suggests that very early in the data collection

period, the difference in rates was not statistically significant, but that after the second

week, enough cases had been completed to determine a difference. However, later in the

data collection period, after the Web/Paper protocol introduced the paper option, the rate

of cases requiring editing rose for that protocol so that the rate was no longer statistically

significantly lower than that for Choiceþ .

Taken together these metrics illustrated in Figures 3 through 9 begin to paint a more

complete picture of the quality and cost tradeoffs of the different treatments. Reviewing

these charts regularly during data collection was an important step in identifying the best

protocol for use in the 2015 RECS CAPI remediation. It was only because we were

tracking these trends closely that we could make the rapid decision to implement a self-

administered protocol (Choiceþ ) for the 2015 RECS CAPI. Choiceþ demonstrated the

ability to achieve the highest level of response, a majority of cases responding by web

vs. paper, good comparability with external benchmarks, and costs that were reasonable

for the needs of RECS.

As a final example, we include in Figure 10 a monitoring chart helpful for decision

making during the RECS 2015 CAPI Remediation Phase. By monitoring data collection

progress regularly, we could follow the submission rate trend in all phases of the Pilots to

determine that the self-administered protocol was achieving a similar or higher rate in a

shorter amount of time. This chart helped identify and communicate the impetus for

switching to web/paper for the remediation.

Once the charts were produced, it was important to get them in the users’ hands to

facilitate discussion and planning. Our nightly process published the charts in a single file on

the secure project web site where all users could access and download the file. We referred to

the charts in day-to-day planning and included a copy with the materials for each of our

weekly planning meetings. We found this approach minimized the burden on individual

users while maximizing the reference to and use of the charts for decision making.
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5. Discussion

The ART approaches described in this paper proved to be quite powerful for the RECS and

were essential for guiding the experimentation and field work during the piloting of

self-administered modes, then the transformation from face-to-face to web/paper

administration. There are several key lessons learned, however, and it may take multiple

survey cycles to develop the right mix of CTQ metrics for RECS. With the RECS Pilot,

we focused primarily on data quality because the approximate cost savings of moving

from CAPI to web/paper were easy to predict. In future rounds, cost will be a much more

critical metric to track, as EIA continues to explore the optimal mix of web/paper or

web/paper/CAPI modes. In particular, project staff might trade lower costs for greater data

quality in the design of experiments to determine the proper mix and sequencing of modes,

whether to use non-English survey instruments, when to implement stopping rules, and the

scope of nonresponse follow-up. In addition, suggestions for CTQs should be solicited

from staff involved in downstream processes such as data editing, weighting, imputation,

and energy modeling Finally, as suggested in the previous section, the scope of the CTQ

metrics should include more energy-specific comparisons using the prior RECS estimates

as benchmarks. These comparisons would balance the metrics tracking demographic

representativity with the energy characteristics representativity of RECS respondents.

As previously noted, the successful implementation of ART designs requires

monitoring critical metrics in real-time and extrapolating current trends to accurately

predict future outcomes. These predictions become the basis for designing effective and

timely interventions that minimize survey costs, mitigate the highest error risks and

avoid major schedule delays. Visual displays of trends in the performance data

supplemented by statistical tests of significance allows survey managers to detect the

indications of anomalies that require action early on and in real-time when such actions

are the most effective.

Our basic approach is generalizable to virtually any survey facing similar

transformative decisions based upon a sequence of experiments that must be conducted

in rapid succession with little or no time for analytic pauses between data collection

phases. Notwithstanding the success of our current approach, there are several important

ways visual ATD can be improved by the addition of features, options and tools that would

enhance its utility while improving its functionality.

1. Interactivity. We are currently embedding interactive functionality in the ATD

system (Murphy et al. 2017; Duprey et al. 2017). In particular, interactive

visualizations are very useful to detect data anomalies and/or interactions among

error sources and to search for their probable causes. Users are presented with an

array of display options and mechanisms for categorizing, subsetting, and

aggregating data, as well as overlaying projections, survey outcomes from prior

rounds, or model-derived predictions. Given that data inputs may be derived from

disparate systems and may exist at multiple units of analysis (e.g., sample-member

level, interviewer-level, day level), a data taxonomy embedded in the display and

selection menus that restrict combinatorial structures to only logical instantiations is

also being implemented. Thus, CTQ indicators can be prominently displayed while

extraneous information is minimized, using best practices of visual design (see, for
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example, Cleveland 1993). Figure 11 provides a snapshot of the interactive system

under development.

2. More Predictive Metrics. Ideally, a metric for a CTQ is one that can accurately

indicate when the CTQ falls below a quality level where some remedial intervention

is required to achieve a desired or specified output quality level. Although good

metrics exist for some CTQs such as response rates, standard errors and sample

balance, this is not true for other sources such as mode effects and other measurement

errors data validity/reliability and questionnaire design flaws. For field studies, we

are adding visualization metrics based upon computer assisted recorded interviewing

(CARI) to detect interviewer errors due to poor interviewing performance,

fabrication, violations of protocols and the like. Similarly, CARI metrics can be

devised to detect respondent comprehension issues or questionnaire flaws that cause

confusion during the interview. Going beyond CARI, it may be possible to embed

a limited number of replicate measurements in the instrument to detect response

reliability and validity issues. Consistency checks can also be used to detect some

types of measurement errors. For example, a model derived estimate of square

footage based upon number of rooms, floors, inclusion of attics, basements, etc.

could be used to identify gross errors in the estimation of housing unit square

footage. These metrics would supplement and enhance the CARI metrics and other

traditional metrics based upon response patterns (such as straight-lining) and

response latency.

3. Interpreting Variation. An important issue in the interpretation of visual

information is separating variation that is inherent in the data collection process

(referred to as “common cause”) from variation that is due to anomalous stimuli

(referred to as “special cause”). It is important to distinguish between common and
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special cause variation because their mitigation strategies are distinctly different.

Special cause variation can be addressed by targeted interventions while common

cause variation is mitigated by redesigning the process. Methods for interpreting

variation are well-known in the quality control literature (see, for example, Breyfogle

2003). Morganstein and Marker (1997) and Biemer (2010) describe how these

methods can be applied to survey processes. Adding these features to the ATD

system is a priority because of the risks to survey costs and data quality of

misinterpreting and inappropriately mitigating temporal and spatial variation.

4. Automatic Detection of Anomalies. The age of “big data” has brought about an

explosion in the volume, velocity and variety of data available for anomaly detection.

We have already seen an explosion of paradata and their associated metrics for

detecting a wide variety of cost, quality and data timeliness anomalies. These will

increase exponentially as the search for anomalies extends to interviewers and

respondents at varying levels of geography, for a variety of questionnaire items,

cross-classified by interviewer, respondent and geographic characteristics. The

search for anomalies in the data is made even more complex by the need to identify

special versus common cause variation. Fortunately, artificial intelligence provides a

solution for competently managing these data at lightning speeds to detect data

problem early in real time. We believe the automatic detection of data anomalies is a

high priority because managing these data complexities, detecting actionable

patterns in the data and prioritizing apparent anomalies according to their error costs

and error risks all in real-time and with high accuracy will not be possible without it.

5. Usability Research. We have observed that the visual ATD system worked well for

the goals of the RECS project. However, we have yet to carefully evaluate the

process by which users interpret the charts and whether those interpretations are

accurate. It is important to avoid the situation where users rely on fast, instinctive and

emotional thinking to draw conclusions from the graphics (Kahneman’s (2011)

“System 1”) and support the slower, more deliberative, and more logical thought

process of users (“System 2”). By evaluating users’ interactions with the

visualizations and assessing their usability relative to alternative visualizations

(Hornbaek and Frokjaer 2003), we can improve the design, resulting in even more

effective interpretation and decision making.
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